
Bar Hoppin' With Hops 
   The Keep On Hoppin' Tour 
        Hops MacBarley's Ongoing 
             Key West Bar Boondoggle 
 
Bar #272: 
First Flight 
301 Whitehead Street 
Thursday, 26 October 2017, 9:30 PM 
 
Yuengling (draft) $5? 
 
Once hopped as Kelly's Caribbean 
Bar & Grill (#10), First Flight has 
ditched the has-been actress’ name 
and gone for the historical 
approach.  This was, after all, the 
headquarters of Pan American 
Airlines back in the fledgling days of 
passenger air travel, and they have 
the proud claim of owning the first 
flight out of -- or is it into? -- Key 
West.   
 
The airline theme is all around, in prop engine ceiling fans, prop blade bar 
stool legs, and, of course, models and photos of vintage aircraft.  Hey, Pan 
Am was The Shit back in the day. [Funny how "The Shit" is a compliment, 

iddinit?].  If you remember the movie 
"2001: A Space Odyssey," that big 
wheel of a space station that Dr. 
Haywood Floyd flies to early in the 
movie is staffed by flight attendants 
with zero-gravity grip shoes and Pan Am 
attire. Guess that one didn't come to 
fruition, huh?   
 
What also didn't come to fruition was 
tonight’s late evening dinner 
crowd!  This place always has good biz, 

but with the Fest pulsing on Duval, a block-away place like this one is just 
too far off-throb.  Our barkeep was actually kind of surprised to see us.  
 
If we hadn't been hell-bent on hoppin', we probably would've given this one 
a miss. But, damn it, I was hungry and this place has good wings. But they 



don't do the Jamaican Jerk anymore. 
Wings, that is. I did share, of course,  
but partly because the kitchen was as 
uninspired as the bar itself, meaning, 
ummmm, undercooked wings. Not 
terrible, but just a bit off.  
 
I can't recall our keep's name, but 
Shauna will do. She'd be a good 
Shauna. Anyway, we asked Shauna if 
she was going to do the Locals' 
Parade tomorrow night. She seemed 
to know very little about it, and said she wasn't planning on joining in those 
reindeer games.  
 
Well, that wasn't gonna go unchallenged with this crowd. We assailed her 
with protests, showered reasons-why upon her, and basically told her that 

she was a nooge if she 
didn't do it. Overwhelmed 
by our whelms, she 
eventually relented, albeit 
unconvincingly. We told her 
to look for a pirate, Abe 
Lincoln, and a bewildering 
swirl of zebra stripes, but 
we knew we wouldn't see 
her.  
 
Even the outdoor dining 
area was deserted on this 
fine autumn evening.  If 
nobody was there, and 
nobody was where we 

were, then, we deduced, this was not the place to be at this time.  Everyone 
else must be someplace more alive, and with that probably being a block 
away on Duval, we decided to head thataway ourselves. 
 
 
 

 
 


